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in a ertain sense there is a loss of information beause the unde�nedness does notpropagate to formulas. For example, if we assume the term 1=0 is unde�ned, then theformula :P (1=0) will be valid.The seond approah is based on Kleene's strong three-valued logi [8℄, and allowsboth terms and formulas to be unde�ned. This approah is more onservative in thesense that any formula whih is valid in the seond approah will be valid in the �rstapproah, but there are some formulas, suh as :P (1=0), whih may be valid in the �rstapproah but will be unde�ned in the seond.Although a previous implementation of our theorem prover adopted the �rst ap-proah [13℄, we prefer the seond approah based on a priniple of least surprise. Thatis, a formula should be valid only when there is no disagreement on whether that is areasonable onlusion. This is partiularly important in veri�ation appliations, as theintegrity of a system may be judged by whether a theorem about the system is valid.Furthermore, it is our experiene that any theorem whih really should be valid an beformulated in suh a way that it is valid aording to this seond approah.A more pragmati issue that must be dealt with is that most theorem-provers arebased on lassial logi. Various approahes have been advoated for modifying standardtheorem-proving to aommodate logis with partial funtions [6, 7, 9, 14℄. However,we are interested in �nding a method for supporting partiality without modifying thetheorem prover. One way to do this is by building over- and under-approximationsfor the formula. This tehnique has been suessfully applied for three-valued model-heking [3, 5℄.PVS (Prototype Veri�ation System [11℄) uses a ompletely di�erent approah whihinvolves onstruting and proving additional formulas alled type orretness onditions(TCCs). The validity of TCCs guarantees that all the relevant terms and formulas arealways de�ned. However, TCCs in PVS are omputed in a somewhat ad ho manner,whih an yield surprising results. For example, it is possible to have a formula of theform A) B with a valid TCC whose ontrapositive :B ) :A has an invalid TCC.In this paper, we propose a tehnique for heking the validity of a formula inthree-valued logi by reduing the problem to heking two formulas in standard two-valued logi. Similarly to PVS, we onstrut a TCC formula whose validity implies thatthe original formula is always de�ned. After heking the TCC, we hek the originalformula. Both of these heks an be done using standard two-valued logi. Note that,unlike in PVS, our method is preise in the sense that if a TCC is invalid, the validityof the original formula is indeed unde�ned in the three-valued semantis.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 gives the syntax and semantis for ourthree-valued logi. Setion 3 gives two fundamental theorems whih justify the redutionto two-valued logi. Setion 4 desribes results obtained by implementing these ideas inthe theorem prover CVC Lite, and Setion 5 onludes.2 Three-Valued Logi: Syntax and SemantisSyntax. Let � = (S; F; P; C) be a signature, where S = fs1; : : :g is a set of sorts,F = ff1; : : :g, P = fp1; : : :g and C = f1; : : :g are sets of funtion prediate, andonstant symbols. Eah symbol has a type built out of the sorts in �. De�ne a term t2



as follows: t ::= x j  j f(t1; : : : ; tn) j if � then t1 else t2 endif ;where x is a variable, and the symbols  and f are from �, and � in the onditionaloperator is a formula. A formula � is de�ned as follows:� ::= true j false j p(t1; : : : ; tn) j �1 _ �2 j :�1 jif �0 then �1 else �2 endif j 9x : s: �1;where p is a prediate from �. We also use the usual syntati abbreviations for �1^�2,�1 ) �2, �1 , �2, and 8x : s: �.It is important to distinguish the two versions of the if-then-else operator: the onefor terms, and the other for formulas. Also note that the if-then-else operators are notexpressible in terms of other operators or logial onnetives in 3-valued logi.1For our purposes, we will assume that inluded with every signature � is a set � ofdomain formulas, one for eah funtion and prediate symbol in �. The domain formulafor a funtion symbol f is a �-formula with k free variables where k is the arity of fand is denoted Æf [x1; : : : ; xk℄. The domain formula for a prediate symbol p of arity kis de�ned similarly and is denoted Æp[x1; : : : ; xk℄. An instantiation of a domain formulaÆf with terms t1; : : : ; tk is written Æf [t1; : : : ; tk℄ and denotes the result of replaing eahxi with ti in the domain formula Æf [x1; : : : ; xk℄.Intuitively, the domain formula for f de�nes the set of points where f is de�ned.As a result, it is important that the domain formulas themselves always be de�ned. Toensure this, we require that if s is a funtion or prediate symbol appearing in a domainformula, then Æs[x1; : : : ; xn℄ = true.Three-valued semantis with partial funtions. Given a signature �, a modelis a pair M = hA; Ii where A is an S-indexed family of nonempty arrier sets A =fAs j s 2 Sg for eah sort s in �, and I is an interpretation, whih is a mapping fromonstant symbols  : s, funtion symbols f : s1 � � � � � sn ! s, and prediate symbolsp : s1�� � ��sn ! bool in � to elements M 2 As, partial funtions fM : As1�� � ��Asn !As, and relations pM � As1 � � � � �Asn , respetively.Given a model M and a variable assignment e whih maps eah variable to anelement of some As, the value of an expression (a term or a formula) � is denoted[[�℄℄Me and is de�ned in Fig. 1. The value of a term may be an element of some As ora distinguished value ?t not in any As. The value of a formula may be true, false, or?�. We will use ? to represent both ?t and ?� sine terms and formulas are alwayssyntatially separated from eah other, and the partiular kind of ? is always learfrom the ontext.A model is required to satisfy the following additional ondition imposed by thedomain formulas �:[[Æf [x1; : : : ; xk℄℄℄Me = true i� fM is de�ned at ([[x1℄℄Me; : : : ; [[xk℄℄Me):We say that two expressions � and � are logially equivalent, and write � � � if[[�℄℄Me = [[�℄℄Me for every model M and variable assignment e.1The obvious 2-valued translations (�0 ) �1) ^ (:�0 ) �2) and (�0 ^ �1) _ (:�0 ^ �2) are atuallyover- and under-approximations of the 3-valued operator if �0 then �1 else �2 endif .3



[[℄℄Me = M[[x℄℄Me = e(x)[[f(t1; : : : ; tn)℄℄Me = 8<: fM([[t1℄℄Me; : : : ; [[tn℄℄Me); if [[ti℄℄M 6= ? for all i 2 [1::n℄and [[Æf [t1; : : : ; tn℄℄℄Me = true;? otherwise[[if � then t1 else t2 endif ℄℄Me = 8<: ?; if [[�℄℄Me = ?[[t1℄℄Me; if [[�℄℄Me = true[[t2℄℄Me; if [[�℄℄Me = false[[true℄℄Me = true[[false℄℄Me = false[[p(t1; : : : ; tn)℄℄Me = 8<: pM([[t1℄℄Me; : : : ; [[tn℄℄Me); if [[ti℄℄M 6= ? for all i 2 [1::n℄and [[Æp[t1; : : : ; tn℄℄℄Me = true;? otherwise[[�1 _ �2℄℄Me = 8<: true; if [[�1℄℄Me = true or [[�2℄℄Me = true;false if [[�1℄℄Me = false and [[�2℄℄Me = false;? otherwise[[:�℄℄Me = 8<: true; if [[�℄℄Me = falsefalse if [[�℄℄Me = true? if [[�℄℄Me = ?[[if � then �1 else �2 endif ℄℄Me = 8<: ?; if [[�℄℄Me = ?[[�1℄℄Me; if [[�℄℄Me = true[[�2℄℄Me; if [[�℄℄Me = false[[9x : s: �℄℄Me = 8<: true; if for some a 2 As: [[�℄℄Me[x a℄ = true;false; if for all a 2 As: [[�℄℄Me[x a℄ = false;? otherwise.Figure 1: Three-valued semantis: [[�℄℄Me.Semantis of if-then-else. Notie that the interpretation of the if-then-else opera-tor (for terms) is unde�ned if the ondition is unde�ned, even if the other two hildrenevaluate to the same value. One reason for this hoie of the semantis is simply thatit turns out to be pratial in real appliations. In real programs, if a partial funtionis applied to an argument outside of its domain, the program may rash or raise anexeption; in other words, it results in an abnormal behavior. Therefore, deteting apossible ? value in the ondition of an if-then-else provides the user with useful infor-mation, namely, that the program may rash during exeution under ertain onditions.For example, onsider the following piee of C ode:int *p = mallo(sizeof(int));int x = (*p > 0)? y : z; 4



In this example, the if-then-else operator (whih is (�)? �:� in C) will ause theprogram to rash if p happens to be NULL, even if y = z in this partiular program state.Here *p is a partial funtion de�ned over non-null pointers to integers, and returningan integer.The logial if-then-else is de�ned similarly to the term if-then-else, so that DeMor-gan law for negation and the if-lifting properties for any prediate symbol p in � arepreserved::(if � then �1 else �2 endif) � if � then :�1 else :�2 endifp(if � then t1 else t2 endif) � if � then p(t1) else p(t2) endifThree-Valued Validity. The three-valued semantis an be extended to validity offormulas in the following way. A formula is onsidered valid, if in all models M andfor all variable assignments e, [[�℄℄Me = true. A formula is invalid if there is at leastone suh model M and one suh assignment e that [[�℄℄Me = false. Otherwise (if theformula always evaluates to either true or ?) the validity is unde�ned. We denote thethree-valued validity as j= �, whih may hold, not hold, or be unde�ned.3 Redution from Three-Valued Logi to Two-Valued LogiSuppose we wish to determine the three-valued validity of some �-formula �. Ourgeneral strategy is �rst to ompute a formula alled a Type Corretness Condition(TCC) whih an be used to hek whether � an ever be unde�ned. If this heksueeds, that is, � is always de�ned, we an then hek the original formula. Both ofthese heks an be done using standard two-valued logi. To justify this laim, we �rstintrodue TCCs and then prove that they have the required properties.Type orretness onditions (TCCs). A Type Corretness Condition for a formula� of our three-valued logi is a formula whih does not involve any partial symbols(symbols whose domain formulas are not true) and whih evaluates to true i� � is notunde�ned.First, observe that if we have a term f(x), then by de�nition its TCC is simplyÆf [x℄. We an generalize this to arbitrary terms or formulas quite easily. Figure 2 givesa reursive de�nition of D�, the TCC for an arbitrary formula �.The TCC not only identi�es whether or not the formula � is de�ned, but it analso be used to redue the three-valued evaluation of � to an evaluation in standardtwo-valued logi with total models.Suppose M is a partial model of �. Let �̂ be equivalent to � exept that all of itsdomain formulas are true. Let M̂ be a model of �̂ whih agrees with M wherever M isde�ned. Finally, let [[S℄℄2̂Me denote the evaluation of an expression S in the total modelM̂ using standard two-valued semantis. The following two theorems justify our useof TCCs and an be veri�ed by a straightforward indution on formulas. We omit theproofs beause of spae onstraints.
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Dx � trueD � trueDf(t1;:::;tn) � Æf [t1; : : : ; tn℄ ^ n̂i=1DtiDif � then t1 else t2 endif � D� ^ (if � then Dt1 else Dt2 endif)Dif � then �1 else �2 endif � D� ^ (if � then D�1 else D�2 endif)Dp(t1;:::;tn) � Æp[t1; : : : ; tn℄ ^ n̂i=1DtiD:� � D�D�1_�2 � (D�1 ^ �1) _ (D�2 ^ �2) _ (D�1 ^ D�2)D9x: � � (9x:D� ^ �) _ (8x:D�)Figure 2: De�nition of TCCs for terms and formulas.Theorem 1. Let S be any �-term or formula, and let M̂ denote an arbitrary extensionof a �-model M to a total model over �̂. Then:[[DS ℄℄2̂Me = true ) [[S℄℄2̂Me = [[S℄℄Me:Theorem 2. Let S be any �-term or formula, and let M̂ denote an arbitrary extensionof a �-model M to a total model over �̂. Then:[[DS ℄℄2̂Me = false ) [[S℄℄Me = ?:Another important property of D� is that if � is represented as a DAG, then theworst-ase size of D� as a DAG is linear in the size of �. This is beause at eah step ofthe omputation of D�, only a onstant number of additional nodes are introdued inaddition to those already in �. This is ritial for many appliations where the size of �may be very large, and even a quadrati inrease over the size of � may be unaeptable.In pratie, things are usually even better. Often, the instanes of partial funtionsare relatively sparse, and D� is very small relative to �.Cheking validity. Theorems 1 and 2 and the proedure for onstruting D� e�e-tively provide an algorithm for heking the three-valued validity of formulas in a partialmodel M . All we have to do is onstrut a deision proedure DP that an determinethe (two-valued) validity of formulas in M̂ , an arbitrary extension of M .Suppose we want to determine the validity of � in M . We �rst hek D�, the TCCof �. If DP(D�) is false, then [[D�℄℄2̂Me = false for some interpretation e, so [[�℄℄Me = ?by Theorem 2. Thus, � is not valid in M . On the other hand, if DP(D�) is true,then [[D�℄℄2̂Me = true for all e, so [[�℄℄2̂Me = [[�℄℄Me for all e by Theorem 1. Thus, DP(�)e�etively determines the validity of � in M .This property is extremely useful from a pratial implementation point of view,as we an build a deision proedure for any onvenient extension of M in whih all6



funtions are total. Sine evaluation and simpli�ation are ommon steps in deisionproedures, this eliminates the need to handle partial funtions as speial ases, and wean just evaluate or simplify them as we would any other funtion.As a spei� example, onsider the partial model of arithmeti with division, wheredivision by zero is unde�ned. Deision proedures for arithmeti often require beingable to put terms in a normal form. In partiular, it is desirable to be able to evaluateonstant expressions to obtain onstants. In a partial model, there is no orret way toevaluate 1=0, but if we extend that model, say by de�ning division by 0 to be 0, we aneasily evaluate all onstant expressions. Our approah shows that a deision proedurewith this additional assumption an be used to deide validity in the partial model.4 Implementation in CVC LiteWe have implemented the three-valued Kleene semantis desribed above in our tool,CVC Lite [2℄. CVC Lite is an eÆient validity heker for �rst-order logi over severalinterpreted theories. The tool takes a formula � as an input and returns Valid or Invalid.CVC Lite is based on standard tehniques for ombining �rst order deision pro-edures [1, 10, 12℄, and urrently supports several theories, inluding uninterpretedfuntions, arrays, and linear real arithmeti. It also has some limited support for quan-ti�ers.The input language of CVC Lite is typed, with support for prediate subtyping, thatis, types of the form � 0 = fx : � j �(x)g, where � is a type, and �(x) is a quanti�er-freeformula over the variable x. The type � 0 is alled a subtype of � with type prediate �.The values of any term t of type � 0 are restrited to those of type � whih also satisfy�(t). For example, the division operator over reals is a funtion of type:div : real� fy : real j y 6= 0g ! real:Note that suh a funtion an also be onsidered as a partial funtion from (real� real)to real whih is unde�ned when the seond argument is 0.In fat, sine preise typeheking in the presene of prediate subtypes involvesmanipulating arbitrary logial formulas, typeheking proper is restrited to mathingonly the base types of funtion arguments and terms (that is, the maximal supertypes).In partiular, div(x; 0) will be type-orret, sine 0 is of type real, whih is the base typeof the seond argument.The more preise heking of whether an input formula � is always de�ned is doneseparately by omputing D� and heking for its validity. If the validity of D� annotbe established, CVC Lite returns a type error.If D� is valid, then � is heked for validity as if it is a formula in the lassial two-valued logi where all funtions are total. As desribed above, the deision proedure forarithmeti an extend div to be a total funtion without ompromising the orretnessof the result. As an example, onsider the following formula:�0 � div(x; y) = div(x; y);where x and y are variables of type real. This formula is learly valid in lassialtwo-valued logi. However, the TCC for this formula, D�0 � y 6= 0, is not valid, and7



therefore, the validity of �0 in the three-valued semantis in unde�ned. CVC Lite detetsthis and returns a type error.However, adding a ondition that y 6= 0 makes the formula valid in three-valuedsemantis: �1 � y 6= 0) div(x; y) = div(x; y);sine its TCC:D�1 � (true ^ :(y 6= 0)) _ (y 6= 0 ^ div(x; y) = div(x; y) _ (true ^ y 6= 0)is trivially true due to the �rst and the last disjunts.2In fat, the ontrapositive of that formula is also valid in the three-valued semantisfor exatly the same reason, even though this version of the formula may look somewhatstartling to a mathematiian:�2 � div(x; y) 6= div(x; y)) y = 0:CVC Lite orretly proves that both formulas are indeed Valid.From the implementation point of view, the approah was extremely easy to ode: ittook only a few hours to implement and debug. Furthermore, heking TCCs does notnotieably a�et the performane of the tool on lassial examples (without subtypesor partial funtions), as the TCCs of suh formulas immediately simplify to true. Howit a�ets the performane on large examples with partial funtions still remains to beseen. However, we expet that the typial overhead will be very low, sine TCCs oftenhave a muh simpler struture than the atual formulas.5 ConlusionWe have proposed a three-valued Kleene logi for use in appliations whih are mostnaturally modeled using partial funtions. We have shown how the question of hekingvalidity of formulas in this logi an be solved by heking the formula and a TypeCorretness Condition whose size is linear in the size of the original formula. Both ofthese heks an be done using standard two-valued semantis.We have a prototype implementation of these ideas in the theorem-prover CVC Lite.Our implementation was able to determine three-valued validity and invalidity of smallexamples. We plan to use these ideas to test larger examples in CVC Lite.Future work inludes using these ideas to develop a more general notion of validityin the presene of theories with sorts and sub-sorts and dealing with non-strit funtionsand prediates (those whih, like the Boolean operators ^ and _ do not have the propertythat if one of their hildren evaluates to ?, then the whole expression evaluates to ?).Referenes[1℄ C. Barrett. Cheking Validity of Quanti�er-Free Formulas in Combinations of First-Order Theories. PhD thesis, Stanford University, 2003.2Reall, that  1 )  2 � (: 1 _  2), and the TCC for the impliation is the same as the TCC forthe orresponding disjuntion. 8
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